Serial Question
The Project Rose feedback from you
have provided please could you clarify if
35 there any limits to the amount of words
we can use in our response to each
question?
How will feedback form be
reviewed/accessed and by whom?
36
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Summary of Response Provided During Webinar
The feedback form does not have word count limits.

The feedback forms will be reviewed by the ROSE Project Team,
summarised and shared with the ROSE Board. The feedback will help
the Project Team to take the project forward in to the Assessment
Study stage, and to inform the Initial Gate Business Case.

If Wellington Barracks at 3.75 hectares See Serials 4 & 29.
is too small for all mounted troops to
be colocated at one site, how large a
site would be needed?
What is the vehicle and likely timescale See Serial 14.
for primary legislation to allow the sale
of the Hyde Park Barracks e.g. a
separate Act of Parliament?
Why is the DIO/GVA not including the
return of some or all of the Hyde Park
Barracks site to open parkland among
its options?

The options that are being considered relate to the provision of
infrastructure facilities to support the Army's delivery of State
Ceremonial & Public Duties and the need to provide value for the
public purse. The provision of open parkland across the entire Hyde
Park Barracks site would not meet these objectives.
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Have you prejudged the outcome of the
current process given that you are not
considering the return of some or all
the Hyde Park Barracks site to open
parkland among your options and are
only consulting developers in a 'closed'
process?

Why didn't the DIO/GVA webcast
A high level summary of the Town Planning context, as associated
highlight to developers the planning
wth the Hyde Park Barracks site, was presented during the webinar.
and other constraints on the Hyde Park
Barracks site including the important
role of the Knightsbridge
Neighbourhood Plan?
Which organisations and people are
involved in the Project ROSE Board?

The Senior Responsible Owner and Chair of the ROSE Board is the
MOD's Director Commissioning Services. Board members include two
senior members of the Army, three members of the DIO Senior
Leadership Team, and two senior representatives from Defence
Resources and Scrutiny.

What independent scrutiny will there
be of the 'Assessment' and subsequent
stages of Project ROSE e.g. by
Parliament, the London Assembly
and/or others?

The Assessment Study will determine a preferred solution that will
inform the Initial Gate Business Case (IGBC). The MOD's internal
Scrutiny and Approvals process will be applied to the IGBC first; these
stakeholders being independent of the ROSE Project Team. Beyond
that, the IGBC will then be subject to the Cabinet Office / HM
Treasury Scrutiny and Approvals process; this considers a broader
approach and looks at cross-government practices and efficiencies
that might be brought into the programme. The Main Gate Buisness
Case, in due course, will be subject to the same scrutiny and
approvals processes as the IGBC.
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No decisions have been made on the future of Hyde Park Barracks.
The engagement event, via the webinar, was open to a range of
interested stakeholders, and it is intended that any future
engagement events would be similarly open. See also Serial 39.
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What engagement will take place with The stakeholder community interested in Project ROSE is large and
which stakeholders and when between diverse. Internal to Government stakeholder engagement will
18 March 2017 and Spring 2018?
happen routinely, varying from monthly to quarterly as appropriate,
and will provide updates on project developments. For external to
Government stakeholder engagement, DIO will take into account the
responses received from feedback forms on engagement frequency
and on the preferred styles of communication. Industry
representatives are also welcome to engage with DIO on a
confidential basis if there are ideas or innovations that they wish to
share with DIO. All major announcements will be posted on the
ROSE Webinar portal which remains accessible to all until 28 Feb
2018.
Is the Hyde Park Barracks site currently Sites used by the Army in Central London include Hyde Park Barracks,
the only significant and active
Wellington Barracks, Regent's Park Barracks and Horse Guards.
operational base for the Army in
Central London?

